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This month
Welcome to our first newsletter for 2022 and wishing all our
readers a very happy new year and all the best for the bee
season ahead.
Our RBKA apiary managers and members have been
reporting a mixed picture on fondant consumption and bees
out flying. The unseasonable warm weather in December has
seen our bees more active and the National Bee Unit issued
a notification warning of reports of very high Varroa drops
despite treatments in August. The warm weather has likely
seen queens more productive and varroa able to thrive. Our
Henfold team completed their oxalic acid treatments in the
past week and many of us will be following suit.
A reminder that our first winter talk this year is on 5 January
where we will hear from Professor Patricia Wiltshire. She will
be talking about Pollen and Spores and their importance in
criminal investigation so a must for all CSI enthusiasts.
Of course we saw our own celebrity master beekeeper, Bob
Maurer feature on the Antiques Roadtrip, (available on
iPlayer) and much enjoyed. An interesting and very positive
impact of the show broadcasting, was a spike in hits on the
RBKA public website reflecting the public’s continued interest
in all things bees.
And finally, we achieved our £1000 RBKA target for Bees
Abroad which along with gift aid and donation matching
means we have collected over £2500. Fantastic effort all
round and a charity showing real benefit to the target
community it seeks to serve.

Happy Beekeeping
Sue Scates, Bee News editor

RBKA online
This month’s chat contained a wonderful display of bee
related Christmas baubles alongside other topics .
One link flagged by Vince Gallo highlighted the work of
Canadian artist, Aganetha Dyck. She is employing bees in
her work by placing porcelain figurines, shoes, and other
objects left in specially designed apiaries. As we all know
bees are very adaptive and happily incorporate foreign
objects into their honey comb creating truly unique works of
art. See more here >
Another interesting article was shared by Keith Mackie
suggesting tips for gardeners to protect the bee population
with a series of actionable steps. It provides details on the
reduction of using pesticides and fungicides, ditching
weedkiller and planting for bees. Definitely worth a read >
I have set aside 3 pages of this month’s newsletter to
showcase the work of our intrepid RBKA swarm team, on
this occasion it was Colin Clement who was not beaten by
the challenge of removing a colony from a large maple tree.
See the feature on pages 7-9.
My final choice is a timely safety note for all those planning
to vaporise with oxalic acid and the need for face protection
to avoid the inhalation of fumes and risk of contact with eyes.
it is worth noting that BBKA recommends a full face mask.
Remember OA gas vaporised will immediately crystallise in
contact with the moist eye so adequate protection is vitally
important.

Hello from Sue Scates, BeeNews editor
I hope you all had a super festive break and managed to
stay safe and well. We’re now passed the winter solstice
and we can look forwards to longer days.
If like me you are a sucker for the on line sales you’ll
have been inundated with links. Happy bee shopping.
I also received an email from Fiona Matheson, the
General secretary of the National Honey Show
announcing that the National Honey Show You Tube
channel will be releasing more lectures on Friday 7 Jan
2022 and thereafter on the first Friday of each month.
There will be a rich array of topics to while away dark
January evenings for sure.
Also included was early notification of the 2022 NHS
show at Sandown Park from 27-29th October 2022.
Get it in the diary now.

RBKA Education - Winter talks
A couple of updates this month
1. There are places left on a range of BBKA courses at
Stoneleigh, Warwickshire in 2022. Courses from queen
rearing to microscopy to bee handling and
management.
Full details here
https://www.bbka.org.uk/pages/shop/department/trainingcourses

Wednesday, January 5th
Professor Patricia Wiltshire
Pollen and spores: their importance in criminal investigation
Wednesday, February 2nd
Dr Norman Carrek
University of Sussex
IPM and varroa control
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2. RBKA Winter course -we still have a few spaces. Well
worth attending in preparation for the spring season.
Please recommend to any interested contacts. ( Details on
next page)
3. Our January zoom meeting/talk is on Wednesday 5
January 2022
Worth keeping our monthly meeting zoom link to hand for
the January - March 2022 Zoom sessions.
Zoom information is the same for all of the talks.
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83056112831
The zoom sessions will open at 6:30pm with a maximum of
100 attendees ( note - we also invite other groups to attend
so don’t be late)

Jim Wynn-Education Committee

Wednesday, March 2nd
Speaker TBC
Getting ready for the new season

RBKA Education - Winter course
Our Reigate Beekeepers Winter Beginners introduction to Beekeeping Course is due to commence on the 15th January.
However, despite an early rush of registrations, currently at 16, we still have up to 9 places on the course that could
usefully be filled.
This appeal has gone out to all members to request that, where possible, we collectively pass the word on to our friends
and WhatsApp, Facebook, Twitter networks please.
The course details have been updated and re-posted on the public website
https://reigatebeekeepers.org.uk/2021/12/19/beginners-beekeeping-course-2022-2/
A flyer about the course to forward to others or print and display, can be obtained from Gill Simpson ( email
simpsongill@msn.com )
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It will be great if we can fill the course by the 15th Jan.
Thanks in anticipation of a great RBKA response in spreading the word.

Richard Bradfield - RBKA chairman

Help needed for jarring RBKA honey
Help needed for jarring RBKA honey. No experience needed!
We are looking for new volunteers to join RBKA’s honey jarring team.
The jarring sessions take place at Henfold on an “as needed” basis
but this is approximately twice a month.
With a few members on the team, it would only require each individual
to help out once a month.
Each jarring session takes around 3-4 hours and it is a great way to
Welcom
gain some practical experience of the standards required for jarring
honey to be sold to the general public.
Dates for the jarring sessions are arranged at mutually convenient
times for those involved.
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If you are interested in joining the team, please contact Eva
Dembinska via email at evaska1@yahoo.co.uk

.

Eva Dembinska , Team leader - RBKA Jarring team

RBKA
committee
members
2021/22
Swarm
team in action
- part
1
Introducing our existing and new committee members elected at the AGM on 3 November

The swarm team frequently receive a range of requests for
help with bees in trees, roofs or any number of places, so
when I followed up on a call from a tree surgeon for help
with some bees 40 ft up a silver maple tree I didn’t flinch.
After chatting with the tree surgeon I discovered that they
were due to take down a 60 foot tall old maple tree in a
garden in Tadworth. This tree homed a colony of wild bees
who had lived there for at least 5 years. They and the
owners of the house were keen for the bees to be rehomed and they were contacting us for help in doing this. I
explained that it was too late in the year for removing the
bees from the tree as they would be unable to build
themselves a suitable home before winter arrived.
I subsequently suggested that if the tree had to be felled
then they leave the trunk in the garden until next spring
when we could come and extract the colony. This could be
done using our bee hoover or cracking open the nest and
removing the wild comb. Unfortunately the owner wanted
the bees completely removed now as I think there were
children in the family and locally. He was worried that whilst
they were 40 foot up they were no bother to anyone, but on
the ground it was a different matter. I therefore suggested
that if they could cut the trunk around the nest to a size that
would fit into my 7 foot trailer then I would take the trunk
home and erect it with the same orientation somewhere in
the field attached to my house. This seemed a simple plan
as there was also due to be a crane available at the house
for the whole morning …continued overleaf
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Introducing our existing and new committee members elected at the AGM on 3 November

Early on 16th December I arrived on the site in Tadworth as
the ‘so called expert’ to advise on the safety of the bees and
also the safety of the lads tasked with the job of getting them
into my trailer. The first job was to cover the nest entrance
and I suggested we used a sheet around the tree fixed top
and bottom with gaffer tape. Then, after removing the upper
foliage the crane took the weight of a 12 foot length of trunk
and the tree surgeon made a cut 3 foot below the entrance.
The crane effortlessly lifted and lowered the trunk to the
ground and we then attempted to reduce its size by cutting 2
foot below the entrance and 2 foot above.
Unfortunately the upper cut proved too low and a number of
bees escaped before we were able to wrap more sheeting.
This resulted in us cutting a foot higher giving us a final trunk
of 5 foot high and 6.5 foot in circumference which was duly
craned into my trailer and secured with straps. During my
eventless drive home I planned to park my trailer against an
existing oak tree and winch the trunk off. How difficult could
that be?! …. continued overleaf

RBKA
committee
More swarm
fun members 2021/22
Introducing our existing and new committee members elected at the AGM on 3 November

Have you ever tried moving a ton of wood, it was just impossible!
Fortunately I have a friendly farmer who I called for help and he
arrived within 15 minutes with a telehandler (a big tractor with lifting
prongs) which we could attach a strap to.
With unbelievable ease he lifted the trunk, still wrapped in sheets,
and moved it to the edge of my field just under an oak tree where we
stood it upright. We had earlier marked the top and front on the trunk
so I knew roughly how it should stand to keep the comb vertical.
I then suited up and removed the duck tape and sheeting and
immediately a small cloud of bees popped out of the entrance hole
to say hello. The temperature was around 11 degrees and some flying
bees is exactly what I expected. It soon calmed down and so did I!
I sat for a while watching my new bees patrolling around the entrance
looking at their new environment and I prayed that they would survive
the winter in their old home parked in a new place.
With the job done I went for a well deserved cup of tea with my friendly
farmer.
Apparently the tree surgeons made a kind donation to RBKA and the
owner wishes to come and visit next summer.
I know it’s a crazy hobby but it’s so rewarding.

Colin Clement - RBKA Swarm Team organiser

Pictures of the month
As always, there were lots of fab photos posted this month on the WhatsApp group.
Credit : Nick
I did very well!
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Credit :David Stagg
A beautiful home made gift

Credit : Gill (above) Trevor
Keast ( below)
Christmas baubles

Credit : Sue Scates
I nice bit of eco awareness
in Paddington Basin

Credit : Keith Mackie
I enjoyed last night an
evening of making candles

Credit : Hey

In the news
Billion Bees foundation established in Sydney
is a great initiative formed by an Australian restaurateur,
Saverio Russo based in the Sydney suburbs who has spent
the past year rescuing stingless bee colonies. The
Tetragonula carbonaria are the only species of stingless
bees in Sydney that live in a colony and make honey. The
popularity of the bees boomed and the Billion Bees
Foundation was formed as Mr Russo’s attempt to reintroduce
native bees to the community and bushfire-ravaged areas of
NSW and southern Queensland >

Cryptocurrency hits the beekeeping world.
Ever heard the phrase non-fungible token (NFT) and
wondered what it has to do with bees? So an NFT is defined
as ‘a cryptographic asset on a block chain with a unique ID
code and metadata to distinguish it’ (www.investopedia.com).
If you type in ‘non fungible tokens bees’ into any search
engine you’ll be amazed at the number of bit coins and block
chain opportunities it returns. Here at BeeNews we are
definitely not in the business of offering financial advice, so
sharing more out of interest as to how far reaching honey
bees impact is and some of the wonderful unique bee related
NFT images available to trade >

Club News
Club checklist
A call for members from Karen Ford, Henfold Apiary manager to join the
‘vaping’ team for an end of year vaporising session at Henfold ensured our
training apiary bees are ready for the season ahead. A helpful photo of the
requisite kit ( plus car battery) provided by Karen.

Subscribe to the
website here >
Join the club
WhatsApp here >
Follow the club
Facebook here>
Follow the club on
Instagram here>

Keep busy
Browse previous articles from
BeeCraft and BBKA News
catalogued by Mary Wynn here>
Catch up on all previous lectures
from the National Honey Show on
YouTube here>

Follow us on Instagram @Reigatebeekeepers
Tag us in your beekeeping photos, or send them through to the
team to load onto the RBKA Instagram account

